Unified Confidence Estimation Networks for Robust Stereo Matching.
We present a deep architecture that estimates a stereo confidence, which is essential for improving the accuracy of stereo matching algorithms. In contrast to existing methods based on deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) that rely on only one of the matching cost volume or estimated disparity map, our network estimates the stereo confidence by using the two heterogeneous inputs simultaneously. Specifically, the matching probability volume is first computed from the matching cost volume with residual networks and a pooling module in a manner that yields greater robustness. The confidence is then estimated through a unified deep network that combines confidence features extracted both from the matching probability volume and its corresponding disparity. In addition, our method extracts the confidence features of the disparity map by applying multiple convolutional filters with varying sizes to an input disparity map. To learn our networks in a semi-supervised manner, we propose a novel loss function that use confident points to compute the image reconstruction loss. To validate the effectiveness of our method in a disparity post-processing step, we employ three post-processing approaches; cost modulation, ground control points-based propagation, and aggregated ground control points-based propagation. Experimental results demonstrate that our method outperforms state-of-the-art confidence estimation methods on various benchmarks.